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TRANSPARENT CROWDSOURCED RATINGS & ASSESSMENTS

BE A CONTRIBUTOR
With the No BS Metrics ratings platform, everyone
can be a contributor! Get rewarded for providing
quality project ratings and contributing to paid
assessments!

CONTRIBUTOR DASHBOARD
We're making the rating and assessment processes
more efficient and enjoyable by implementing a
contributor dashboard! Submit ratings, complete
assessment tasks, view your contributor stats and
much more all in one place!

RATINGS & ASSESSMENTS
Users will be able to submit ratings and/or perform
paid assessments. Ratings can be submitted for any
project at any time, whereas assessments are paid
tasks commissioned by projects/exchanges.

RATINGS
Ratings can be submitted by any contributor who
holds $NoBS tokens. They will consist of both
subjective and objective criteria in order to
accurately gauge a project's performance in
several core areas.

RATING QUALITY SCORE
Our scoring algorithms, combined with natural
language processing techniques such as sentiment
analysis, will calculate a rating quality score for
each submission. This will help determine the
validity of submitted ratings and will factor in to
each user's contributor score.

BIDS
To help combat manipulation, ratings will require a
"bid" payable in $NoBS tokens. The bid amount is
determined exclusively by the contributor when
submitting the rating.

AIR DROPS & COIN BURNS
Most bid tokens will be airdropped at
predetermined payout intervals to contributors,
weighted by the user's bid amounts, rating quality /
contributor score, etc. The rest will be burnt.
Top contributors may earn more tokens than paid-in
for consistently submitting great work!

PAID ASSESSMENTS
Assessments are unbiased, transparent, & in-depth
project reviews conducted by KYC-verified users.
These will be assigned & completed via the
contributor dashboard.

CLIENTS & PARTNERS
Assessments will be purchased by project teams or
commissioned by exchanges needing trustworthy
reviews to evaluate listing requests. We seek to
partner with exchanges as their go-to source for
unbiased and accurate project evaluations.

GET PAID!
Based on the client's payment amount, assessments
will have a fixed "buy-in fee" payable in $NoBS
tokens & a fixed contributor payout to be paid in
$ETH. Our team will review submissions for validity
to intercept manipulation and fraud attempts.

CONTRIBUTOR SCORE
Each user will have a contributor score calculated
from an aggregate of user statistics like average
rating quality, frequency and quantity of
submissions, user feedback, and more.

COLLECT REWARDS!
Top contributors will be rewarded for their
excellency. These rewards can take many forms,
but some examples include No BS Crypto merch,
bonus tokens, and more!

REFERRAL PROGRAM
Our referral program helped us execute one of the
most viral airdrops in crypto history. We are
bringing it back! Refer your friends to the ratings
platform and collect referral rewards for each new
user that signs up and contributes quality content!

EXPLORE THE DATA
Are you a data nut? Use the No BS Metrics
dashboard to dig deep into project ratings data,
view completed assessments, analyze contributor
statistics, and more! Rating and assessment data
will be integrated with our token pick metrics for a
more complete and streamlined user experience.

"DEEP IN THEIR
ROOTS, ALL FLOWERS

BACK TO OUR ROOTS
With the new No BS Metrics ratings platform, we

KEEP THE LIGHT."

are embracing our roots: Data-driven metrics, a
wonderful community, and

No Bullshit.

~ Theodore Roethke
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